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36 27K

THE NUMBER OF RACES ON OUR CALENDAR

THE NUMBER OF RACE ENTRIES IN 2017

In total we featured 35 races in 2017 from all 4 corners
of our lovely, awesome, jaw droppingly beautiful little
country.

Races are on the up as are participant levels. A massive
increase from last year...

letter from editor

Hi,
Greg
Dillon

Chief Adventure
Officer

ello and
welcome back
to our latest
issue of your
Adventure
Racing

H
Magazine!

Since our July issue, we
have been flat out making
the most of the outdoors,
enjoying the sun and hitting
the trails at every given
opportunity training for
upcoming races.
In fact, this issue has
been the hardest issue
to put together for that
very reason. Not that we
are complaining but the
weather has been soo good,
trying to sit down in front of
PC at times has been harder
than scrambling up Croagh
Patrick during Gaelforce
West.

But we did it, and just like
closing the finish line, the
feeling of pride and joy, far
outweighs what it took to
get here.
So we hope you enjoy it.
If there is anything you
would like to see in the
upcoming monthly releases
please
let
us
know.
Remember this magazine is
for you...the Adventurer.
Email us on info@kayathlon.
ie with your suggestions
and keep up to date by
following our Facebook,
Twitter and Instagram.
We also have a free Strava
Group with over a 120 fellow
adventures. Join us!
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Event
Guide

There is a race
for everyone
no matter what
level you are at...
...with 36 races to choose from,
from all over the country, running
from February all the way
through to November
Sign up today!
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36 RACES
IN

2018

One
StopShop
...for all your
race information
ONE OF OUR most popular
features on our site is the
Event Calendar. In the couple
of years, the adventure
racing scene in Ireland has
exploded seeing up to 35
events being run nationwide
without over 27000 entries.
And these numbers are
growing.

country of ours.
Make sure you are following
us on Facebook, Twitter
and Instagram where you
can keep informed about
competitions and giveaways.

You will find a comprehensive
& up to date listing of all your
favorite races the moment
they are announced along
with course maps, wave
breakdowns and also a new
registration links too .
To date we have given away
dozens of free entries to
races spanning the four
corners of this awesome

Your Essential
Guide to Irish
Adventure
Racing
FULL LISTING

Your Home of Adventure Racing
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Upcoming Events
The Beast Date: Aug 4th/5th
The legendary 48 hour team race is back. New location.
New Challenge which will push each and every competitor
to their absolute limits. Competitors from all around Europe
will embark on the best and worst Donegal has to offer.
Follow the progress live on http://live.primaltracking.com/
thebeast18/.
Race info...

Cavan Kayakarun
Date: Aug 11th
In the heart of Cavan, the new and improved course will
surely put you through your paces.
•
•

35K - Short
74K - Long
Race info...

Off the Bloom
Date: Aug 18th
Slieve Bloom, Kinnity Castle and the Shannon...What more
do you need. Back for it's second year, the course is tougher
•
•

36K - Sport
70K - Elite
Race info...

...lots more new events to be announced,
to stay up to date with all the latest Even
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in August '18.
Off the Bloom
Date: Aug 18th
Slieve Bloom, Kinnity Castle and the Shannon...What more
do you need. Back for it's second year, the course is tougher
•
•

36K - Sport
70K - Elite
Race info...

Bantry Bay AR
Date: Aug 25th
Immerse yourself in the Wild Atlantic Way as you take on
the challenge of West Cork’s islands, bays, and peninsulas.
On August 25th 2018, take part in the second Bantry Bay
Adventure Race and tackle West Cork’s terrain
•

29K
Race info...

Boyne Adventure Race
Date: Aug 26th
Kayak though the crannogs of King Malachy on Lough
Ennell, Cycle through the splendour of the bog of Allen and
run, stumble, hike, climb, over the extinct volcano that is
Croghan Hill to one of Irelands greatest view points
•
•
•

25K - Mini Ass
45K - Bad Ass
65k - Kiss Ass

Race info...

so make sure to follow us on Facebook
nt announcements....
Your Home of Adventure Racing
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18.08.18
SPORT: 36.5KM
ELITE: 70KM

OFF THE BLOOM
Kinnitty Castle, Pallas Lake & Slieve Bloom. All this and
more with the 'Off The Bloom Adventure Race' back for
a second serving. We spoke to Jonathan O'Meara about
what to expect, what has changed since last year and what
it means to the local community.

A

ll roads lead to Kinnitty, Co Offaly this August 18th for the second
Off the Bloom Adventure Race. Following on from the success of
the 2017 race, organizers of the race have listened to the feedback
from last years competitors and have added a number of changes
to this years race that is set to take place on Saturday 18th of August.
Speaking to the Kayathon Magazine, Race organiser Jonathan O’Meara said he is really
looking forward to Race Day. “ The entire Off the Bloom Adventure Team is really looking
forward to Race Day. There are a number of changes to this year’s race, most notably
the run section of the elite route and a change of location to the start and the finish of
the race.”
“This year’s race will start and finish directly in the middle of the village, so we are
expecting a carnival atmosphere in the village on the day of the race. The entire village
is ready to welcome adventure racers and their families to Kinnitty and the centre of
the village is the perfect location for all the travelling supporters who want to cheer on
their loved ones. We feel this is really going to enhance the overall experience of event.
The second change to race is the run section of the elite course, we received brilliant
feedback on last years race but some of the more seasoned Adventure athletes felt that
the run section needed more rugged terrain. Co race director Derek Middleton and myself
looked at a number of options over the winter months and we feel this years 12km run
section is going to test each and every competitor who have opted for the Elite course.”
“It’s a brilliant route that will take competitors right up to the top of the Slieve Bloom
Mountains, anyone who gets to the top of the mountain will be treated to one of the best
views in county Offaly. We also introduced a bespoke Off the Bloom diamond shaped
finishers medal to the goodie bag, so in terms of value for money our race is definitely
one of the best in the country” added Jonathan.

25.08.18
QUEST 12 - 146KM
CYCLE - 116KM/RUN - 31KM/KAYAK - 5KM
QUEST 24 - 253KM
CYCLE - 36KM/RUN - 54KM/KAYAK - 12KM

QUEST
12HR/24HR

It was not a matter of would we, but which one? On Saturday

25th August, Quest will be bringing it to a whole new level!

I

t was Autumn of 2017 and
rumours began to trickle
through that something
big was coming from the
Quest Adventure ranks. Naturally
social medias and whatsapp
groups began to fill with questions
and speculations of what it could
be.
THE BIG ANNOUNCEMENT
When the details were released, the
battle hardened jumped to attention
and it started. An unsupported 12hr
& 24hr race, 146km & 253km race
around the spectacular kingdom of
Kerry. Although final routes were not
set in stone, the only question was
not would I, but which one? On the
surface of it, you could be forgiven
for thinking the longer distance
would be more difficult but they
hold 2 very seperate challenges.
The longer route will require a
different type of endurance than
the shorter one. It is believed, and
after much debate, that the shorter
race will be tougher to finish within
the "given" window. Whilst you will
still get a finishers medal once
you cross the line, the competitive
side of most entrants will be firmly

RATING

TBC

THIS IS GOING
focused on finishing under 12 hours or
24 hours.

a few nice hills thrown in for good
measure.

THE 146K ROUTE

Stage 4: This is a 5k kayak around the
tranquil Lough Currance. A well needed
rest after the previous 3 stages. Then
back on the bike for another 20k cycle
to the home of the Liberator, Daniel
O'Connell, Derrynane. And here is the
kicker...the final stage is an 18km trail
run back to Sneem where you will
encounter some of tough terrain.

Both distances will leave the formal tidy
town winning village of Sneem at 6am
and head to the base of Cartantoohil by
bike. A 47.7km cycle with some serious
climbs where transition boxes will be
waiting.
Stage 2 will be up the Devils Ladder
which is a 12.9k mountain run/trek/
scramble/whatever it takes to Irelands
highest point and back down to the
bikes again.
Stage 3 will be back on the bike for
another 48k cycle to Waterville. Again

When you break this race down, your 12
hours will get eaten up quicker than a
burger at the finish line. It's estimated the
total climb is circa 8200ft and speaking
of eating, you will burn off about 12,000
calories in the process.

TO BE EPIC!

THIS IS GOING
THE 253K ROUTE
Like we alluded to, these races are very different. We believe the 12 hour will test your
speed endurance, where the 24 will test your distance endurance.
The first stage, although starting with the 146k gang, will be a 80k cycle to the base
of Carantoohil but then on the second cycle you will head straight onto Cahirciveen
around Valentia Island, through Ballinskelligs and join back at the home of Mick
O'Dywer in Waterville for a12k kayak. Having cycled some of this leg, there are some
wicked hills to tackle. Especially between Ballinskelligs and the Glen with the majestic
Skilligs Rock looking on. This is a 113km cycle.
If your legs havent seized up after the kayak, there is a 35k trail run back to Sneem just
to top it off.
This race will have a lot of newcomers to the world of ultra adventure racing and we
expect many will pass this test with flying colours, but for others, they are about to
embark a whole new level of endurance where they will be pushed so far outside their
comfort zone. They will discover new strengths that they never knew they possessed.
Speaking to Padraig O'Connor, he has warned those new to endurance, that nutrition is
so vital and to keep on top of it. You'll need the right fuel to keep you truckin'.
As ever, the Kayathlon crew will be taking part. Hopefully see you there.

TO BE EPIC!

COMPE

It was a long
slow
process,
but each year I
was better than
the previous year

MATT CASEY

ETITOR SPOTLIGHT
One of the most popular sections we have on our blog
is the competitor spotlight. We have been fortunate
enough to meet and talk to participants of all levels, from
beginners to race winners, hearing their stories, where
they came from, what got them into Adventure Racing
and what keeps them coming back for more...

O

ur next competitor
to go under the
spotlight has an
amazing backstory.

Matt Casey shows us that
having a "Because We Can"
attitude, anything is possible.
Read his inspiring story from
one crash too many to podium.
SPOTLIGHT TIME
THE FORMALITIES:
Matt Casey.
Age 49.
Husband to Trish.
Dad to four girls.
Adventure Racer.
WHERE ARE YOU FROM:
Born in Limerick.
Reared in Kilkenny.
Live in Cork.
THERE IS HARDLY AN
ADVENTURE RACE GOES BY
WHERE A BLACK AND RED "
BECAUSE WE CAN" JERSEY
WON'T BE SPOTTED. YOU
ARE PART OF THIS BATTLEHARDENED CREW. CAN YOU
TELL US A LITTLE ABOUT
THEM?

COMPETITOR SPOTLIGHT

MATT CASEY

Where to start – in fairness we are
racing since 2014 but I guess we
became visible in 2016 when we
debuted our distinctive jersey and
stepped it up a notch. We do the
adventure races- because we can.

BEFORE & AFTER
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The origins of the group are a gym
class I hold, where I put people
through their paces on cardio
machines and involves weight
circuits. The aim is to train every
part of the body. we do gym twice
a week during the winter and
once a week during the summer.
As a system it works well as
it allows a complete beginner
train alongside the best in the
group. Not all the gym class do
adventure racing, we have some
cyclists and runners from local
clubs who haven’t seen the light
yet. Outside of gym we try to get

out to the mountains together
every weekend.
“Because We Can” consists of
20 men and women from various
backgrounds and with ages
ranging from mid-twenties to late
forties. They train hard and push
and encourage each other along
the way. Most us are married with
kids – as such time constraints
can have a bearing on how well
and how much we train. So, when
we go out to play, we play hard
and have fun.
Over the last two seasons we have
gone from strength to strength,
culminating in our best day out
to-date in Dingle Sport 2018
where we had 5 placed in the top
13. Individually we are going quite
well also – I have managed a few
podia finishes in the last few
seasons, Maria Keating hit the
podium in the knockmealdown
Your Home of Adventure Racing

in 2017. Earlier this year Dave Sheehan
made his podium debut in the Blackstairs
Adventure Race. Gary Lawlor also made the
break through this year and claimed the title
in Glendalough Sport and added a podium
in Dingle. Our top and most consistent
performer is Gina Sheehan who has amassed
an impressive selection of victories and podia
over the last few seasons.
My role within the group is to have everyone
ready for race-day and treat any injuries that
may arise (thankfully these have been few).

name of my wife (Trish) and I. It is in the
Mallow Primary Healthcare center. There I
practice Physical Therapy / Neuromuscular
Therapy, Deep Tissue Massage and
Dry
Needling
and
Trish
practices
Acupuncture and Craniosacral Therapy.

WE SEE YOU ARE ALSO ASSOCIATED WITH
THE PAIN CLINIC. CAN YOU TELL US MORE
ABOUT THAT?
The Mallow Pain Clinic is the business

TELL US ABOUT YOUR JOURNEY INTO
ADVENTURE RACING?

Your Home of Adventure Racing

We treat all kinds of ailments – ranging from
soft tissue injuries, sport injuries, joint pain,
Sciatica, Migraine/Headaches/Sinusitis to
name just a few.
We can be found on Facebook.

I am one of the unlikeliest adventure racers
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COMPETITOR SPOTLIGHT

MATT CASEY
you are going to meet...
In the late 1990’s I had finished my so-called Gaa
career as a Junior B hurler, generally enjoying life –
drinking, smoking and doing nothing with myself.
I was involved in a road traffic accident which
turned out to be one crash too many (had a few).
I was left in a bad way – no broken bones but a
lot of soft tissue injuries to my neck, back and
pelvis. If I was in-active before the crash, now
I was immobile, and the weight started to rise.
After a few years, it was obvious that I would
not be returning to farm management and after
spending a lot on treatments to get myself
sorted - I signed up to do a Neuromuscular /
Physical Therapy course with the NTC in Cork to
help myself.
Thankfully I have never looked back, as I received
plenty of treatments from the Tutors and

Students of the course. The only downside was
that by the time I qualified – I had hit eighteen
stone.
I decided to qualify as a gym instructor /
personal trainer and my training started in
earnest. I purchased a small elliptical (crosstrainer) and off I went – the first time I got on it
– I lasted 1.5 minutes. It was a case of exercise
for a few weeks, body break down, stop for a
month or two and go again. Unfortunately, my
elliptical was held together with rivets which
were not able for my weight and I had to drill
through the frame and used haybarn bolts
to hold it together (that machine knocked a
stone off me). It was a long slow process, but
each year I was better than the previous year.
In 2009 the bike to work scheme came in and
I picked up a second-hand bike (Giant OCR I
think) which allowed me out of the gym (running

UP, UP & UP!
Always time for a smile
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was not an option as it aggravated my back etc. too
much). The freedom of the bike was amazing, but it still
took a few years to get to the level of enjoying the bike
and being able to get down on the drops. Every year
I was getting fitter, stronger and faster. My set-backs
became less frequent. Now I was able to measure my
improvement by timing myself on the bike and I’ve
been chasing the clock ever since!!
WHAT WAS YOUR FIRST RACE?
In 2013 I heard of an adventure race in Millstreet called
“Monster Mac”.
I was involved with training a local Tug of War team
“Cuan Rithe” and was training a group in the gym. We
decided to have a crack at Monster Mac as it was only
20 km from Mallow. 12 of us took part and I came a
respectable 39th - 45 odd minutes behind Jerry o
Sullivan in first place. My abiding memory is of me
perishing on a cold April’s day hanging on to the side
of my kayak as some of my gym class wet themselves
laughing as they paddled by. But the bug had bitten.
FAVORITE RACE?
Killarney in October, the route, the scenery, the
atmosphere is brilliant.
We’ve used this race for fundraising for The Alzheimer’s
Daycare in Mallow, another year we used it to fundraise
for Marymount Hospice in Cork.
Plus, it’s normally the last one of the year where the
whole “Because We Can” crew race - (so bragging
rights for the winter are at stake).
HOW MANY RACES HAVE YOU DONE?
Around 25 in total.
IF YOU COULD DESIGN YOUR OWN RACE, WHAT
WOULD YOU DO?
It would have as little road running as possible, the
cycle would have some nasty long climbs and the
kayak would be short.
Your Home of Adventure Racing
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COMPETITOR SPOTLIGHT

MATT CASEY
WITH QUEST 12/24 LOOMING ON THE HORIZON, HOW ARE YOU COMING ALONG WITH
YOUR PREPARATION?
I think my training is coming along nicely. Breaking new ground on this one, Quest 12 is a
whole new ball game - I’m used to giving it my all for 2-3hrs so 12 hours is a big jump. I
attended the recce day with Ollie and Padraig a few weeks back and found it very useful.
There are so many things to consider in getting ready for this one. Finding the hours to
put in some big blocks of training is proving difficult. The weather is glorious, but the heat
can be punishing. The farther I get into the training the more I realize that hydration and
nutrition are probably the biggest issues that competitors will face. I’m keeping Trish busy
with my requests for treatments.
Hopefully I will have the work done and be ready to race come Aug 25th.
ARE THERE ANY ASPECTS OF THE RACE YOU ARE NOT LOOKING FORWARD TO?
It is a beautiful, tough course. I hope we don’t get wintery weather after all this sunshine.
I’d prefer to not have a 18km run to finish with – but c’est la vie.
RUNNER OF CHOICE?
Innov8 or Brooks – depending on terrain.
BIKE OF CHOICE?
I have a Giant TCR – she’s a very fast bike but can be harsh on the body.
TELL US ABOUT A TYPICAL WEEK TRAINING?
I train most days, I like to train early in the morning as my nights can be taken up with work.
Most of my training is done on the machines in the gym. I do the weights 2-3 times a week.
I pretty much do what the Because We Can crew do that week. I like to keep it varied. If I find
myself with time on my hands I hit the mountain roads on my bike.
YOU ARE A REGULAR ON THE PODIUM. WHAT IS YOUR SECRET TO STAYING ON TOP OF
YOUR GAME AND ULTIMATELY ON THE PODIUM?
Since I started in 2013, the only aim I had at the start of any season was to improve on
the previous year. I have been very lucky in that has been achieved, resulting in podium
finishes. Over the years I’ve improved my diet and two years ago I gave up the cigarettes
(have to admit to occasional slip) I have been even luckier to have found myself
surrounded by some of the hardest working and driven people I know - in Because We Can.
Plus - my wife has played a huge part with the combination of acupuncture, craniosacral
therapy and deep tissue massage which has greatly helped with my training and recovery
from injuries/niggles.
WEEK LEADING UP TO A RACE...WHAT DO YOU DO?
Early in week I check I have everything I need for the race – the bike and nutrition side of
things. I train as normal until Wednesday, then ease off. I put an effort into eating well and
Kayathlon.ie | 24
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clean for the week.
MORNING OF A RACE...WHAT DO YOU DO?
Breakfast of porridge and some fruit, maybe a coffee before the race and off I go..
POST RACE...DO YOU SPOIL YOURSELF?
Definitely - plenty of chocolate and coke. The first time I won a prize I treated my girls to Kentucky
(local chipper). So now the first question I’m asked when I touch base after a race is “are we
Kentuckying tonight?”
OF THE 3 DISCIPLINES, WHICH WOULD YOU CONSIDER YOUR STRONGEST?
The bike is my strongest by far. I’ve started doing a little bit of road running so maybe……- still
aiming to improve.
ANY BUGBEARS?
Races with crappy signage and stewards not in position in time.
ADVICE FOR BEGINNERS?
Do it with a friend/friends. Take your time and enjoy. Get some training in before the race. Especially
for the change-overs they ARE going to hurt. Always carry some liquid and your favorite bar. Here’s
a few things to expect.
Expect to hurt, expect to laugh, expect great views, expect to make friends, expect to question your
sanity, expect the bug to bite AND expect to be back. WHY – Because You Can!!!

Your Home of Adventure Racing
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26.08.18
DISTANCE: 32KM

With the Boyne Adventure Race (#BAR) rapidly approaching, we are going to take a
retrospective look back at how our very own Padraig O'Connor got on last year at
this brand new adventure race.

T

rim was the destination as I loaded the bike in to the car and set off for the inaugural Boyne
Adventure Race.

After dropping the bike at the drop zone I headed for the start area. This was in a great location
in front of Trim castle, The Race around Ireland start was getting set up there also for the grand depart a
few hours later so lots of people buzzing around and you could feel the excitement that both events were
generating. A volunteer I asked for directions was beaming as she told me about all the work that had gone
in to getting ready for the day and lots of supporters were on hand to cheer everyone on…there seemed to
be a huge bunch of local athletes taking part but there was a good sprinkling of blow ins there too! The BAR
was part of the Trim Salmon of Knowledge festival.

BAR: BOYNE A.R.
Was great to catch up with the Ultimate Conditioning crew and have a chat beforehand,
they were very well represented again…and I tried to get a bit of local knowledge out of
them that might help on the course!
After an interesting Yoga based warm up we lined up at the start and in no time were on
our way.
It was a blistering pace as we headed out around The Porchefields for the opening 4km
run mostly on grass…even running at just over 4min / km pace I was in about 16/17th
place and about 2 minutes down at end of the run…but looking forward to the Kayak! I got
in a single kayak and was soon paddling like crazy down the Boyne…1 or 2 of the faster
runners were having a little trouble with the kayak and as I passed them I could hear the
civil defence folks in the water ‘advising’ them to keep out of the trees…”the trees are not
your friend” was one comment I heard!!!
I made good progress in the kayak and although a double caught me right before the end
of the 1km section I had made up about 6 places so was in about 12th or so heading for
the bike transition. A unique feature of this race was that you had to bring our kayak with
you out of the river and drag it about 20 metres up the bank and to a drop area….that got
the blood flowing back to the legs fairly rapidly!
The first bike stage was 21km…flat and fast…4 of us got in a nice group and worked
together reasonably well for about 70% of it…we passed another 2-3 on the road and got
to the next transition area in good time.
The second run stage was 3km , a little run to a quarry, a dirt road run and a climb up 2
embankments and the back the dirt road to the bike…a nice little run, it’s always great
when a little segment like this is added, makes you glad you have the trail runners on, and
gives us slower runners a little chance to claw a few seconds back!
Final stage was 3km on the bike back to Trim, again this was fast and furious and I
crossed the line in 1:22 and in 12th place…which considering this was a fast course I was
very happy with!
A nice mug accompanied a medal and water at the finish line…which was by now starting
to buzz with the excitement of The Race Around Ireland which was about to kick off.
So a nice scenic course, a very nice tshirt, mug, medal, plenty of water….and at a very
reasonable entry fee this was not only a very enjoyable race it was also a really great
value race!
A bit of chat with the Ultimate Conditioning gang about our plans for the next event (Quest
Achill) and I loaded up the bike in to the car again and hit the road home with a smile ?
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Have you tried your
hand at MTB?
Our very own Dave Gowan, an avid adventure racer and endurance
athlete has been trying his hand at Mountain Biking and tells us his
about his experience
I’ve spent the last 12 months or so dabbling
in some mountain biking, predominantly in
the local trail centres. For the most part
but certainly not always, I’m able to make
it to the bottom of most of the trails in one
piece! However recently, having gotten a bit
braver, I’ve headed “off piste” for the real
mountain bike experience and spent most
of that time struggling to stay upright and
certainly not always succeeding! My last
outing alone, I hit the deck more times than
I care to remember.
Bearing this in mind, I decided to bite
the bullet and signed myself up for the
Mountain Biking Core Skills course hosted
by the guys over at Biking.ie
Biking.ie are a stone’s throw from Dublin in
Ticknock and in Ballinastoe in the Wicklow
Mountains. They offer Servicing, Bike
Rental, Lessons, advice and some wellearned coffee! If you’re thinking of giving
mountain biking a go, rent a bike from the
guys, they’ll have you on the trails in no
time and I guarantee you’ll be bitten by
the bug!! The courses the guys offer are
generally limited to 6 people which is great
and makes for a great interactive session.

Your Home of Adventure Racing

Anyway, back to my own lack of balance
and the essence of this article. I arrived
at Ballinastoe early and get myself and
my bike together. I make my way up to the
cabin, there’s a couple of others waiting
and there’s that familiar nervous silence,
none of us really knowing what to expect.
That’s soon broken by Richie, out instructor
for the morning. Friendly and enthusiastic
doesn’t even begin to describe him! A
round of coffees gets the intros out of the
way and we head out for the bike check.
All our bikes are given a quick once over to
ensure they’re safe and we’re straight into
it. The initial parts of the morning’s lessons
are based around the last couple of berms
and the area directly outside the cabin.
We start back at the basics such as
braking and body position. Even early on,
the corrections to my position on the bike
are making huge a difference. Then is on
to getting familiar with getting the wheels
off the ground, not that I haven’t done
this before but now it’s intentionally and
more controlled! Richie is on hand giving
constant feedback and guidance. When we
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MTB

have the slow speed stuff cracked is off
up the trails. As we make our way up
the craic is good and complimented by
some great weather.
We make our way into the trails to put
what we’ve been learning into practice,
there’s a noticeable difference in my
bike control, I’m flowing better down the
trails and definitely smoother. Smoother
= faster right?? We all pull off the trail
just after a large berm. I’ll be honest;
I’m not a fan of these, they never seem
to feel right and there’s nothing like a
crowd standing watching you to really
put you at ease  We take a couple of
runs each and with some constructive
criticism I can say that whilst my berm
cornering has improved, it still leaves a
lot to be desired. I need to overcome the
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<< RO O K I E

fear of using my face for brakes!!!
We make our way towards the trail
head taking in another couple of
trails in the process. Each one an
improvement over the last. We
round off the lesson with a coffee
and a chat about what we’d just
learned. Each of us very happy with
the course and the great tuition
from Richie. Even some who are
mountain biking a lot longer than
me, agreed that we’d picked up
some very valuable information
during a very enjoyable morning.
I’ll give my new found control a
month or two to become second
nature but I’ll certainly be going
back for the Trail Craft course next.

Your Home of Adventure Racing

<< R AC E N OV I C E

Whether you’re just starting out or looking to improve your race times, be sure to
give them a shout. I can safely say most of us could learn a thing or two from them.
Bookings can be made online and I’ve listed there contact details below. Give them
a shout, you won’t be disappointed!

Your Home of Adventure Racing
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Email us for more details: info@kayathlon.ie
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CAVAN K

11.08.18
SUPREME BODY TESTER: 58KM
BODY TESTER: 41KM
MINI JUNIOR TESTER: 13K

KAYAKARUN AR

The next Adventure Race you go to, you are almost guaranteed
to see the infamous Cavan Kayakarun jersey been warn at it.
These guys have been at the very heart of AR's and are back
with another helping of family friendly fun with a new and
improved course.

T

he Cavan Kayakarun Adventure Race 2018 takes place on Saturday August
11th at Gallonray House Cootehill County Cavan.

This is the ninth year of the event which involves running/ walking, kayaking
and cycling.
The Cavan Kayakarun Adventure Race takes you through
the picturesque Drumlins of East Cavan. The race takes you
along quiet trails and lane ways and the chance to kayak
around the stunning crannog islands of Lough Barnagrow
lake.
The event starts at Gallonray House, Maudabawn at 1pm
with something for everyone both young and old, of all
abilities.
The Cavan Kayakarun Supreme Body Tester is 58k and is
for those seeking a tough but very achievable challenge.
The Cavan Kayakarun Body Tester is 41k in distance.
The Cavan Kayakarun Mini/Junior Body Tester is 13k and is suitable for those doing
their first Adventure Race and for young competitors over 12 years.
This is a Family event with the emphasis on participation and fun. There is always
lots of prizes on the day, the first three in each race both male and female along with
category prizes. Each participant receives a finishers medal, T-Shirt, and an after race
meal!
In chatting with the familiar face of Michael Fitzgerald, he informed us that the layouts
have changed since last year, creating a more even spread of the disciplines.
So come to Cavan on Saturday August 11th and enjoy an action packed day for all the
family.

+

Top 10s

Top10: Toughest Moun
RUN | SCRAMBLE | CRAWL

ecently after a particularity grueling race, a few fellow competitors & I were taking part
in some much needed re-hydration by means of apple based drinks and iron fortified
liquids. As the chat developed, a deep, passionate and almost heated debate ensued
about what was the toughest mountain you would face on the adventure race calendar.
There were many facets to the argument...height, terrain, weather, at what stage in the
race the mountain was introduced. No one would agree to what was the toughest but
one thing was agreed though, they were all tough. Here is a breakdown of the top 10 that came up.
You probably will have your own opinion on it but sure that's what it is all about...see if you agree.

R

So, in no particular order...

Croagh Patrick Alt:764m

Race: Sea2Summit, Galeforce West, Gaelforce West Ultra
- A firm favorite of racers and events alike. #S2S, #GFW attack it from opposite sides but still the same
difficulty applies. All 3 races introduce the reek well into the race where massive amounts of effort and
energy have already been expelled. Get your rosary beads out but keep the trail shoes on.

Sea2Summit

GaelForce West

GaelForce West Ultra

Stage1: 4k run
Stage2: 1k kayak
Stage3: 20k bike
Stage4: Croagh Patrick
Stage5: bike
Stage6: 4k run

Stage1: 14k trail run
Stage2: 1k kayak
Stage3: 4k run
Stage4: 32k cycle
Stage5: Croagh Patrick
Stage6: 11k cycle

Stage1: 14k mountain run
Stage2: 1k kayak
Stage3: 4.5k run
Stage4: 32k cycle
Stage5: Croagh Patrick
Stage6: 11k cycle

Slieve Bloom Mountain - Alt:527m
Race: Off The Bloom

- A new one to the calendar in 2017 but never the less another
tough summit to climb. This mountain run is 10k in length
which will test the legs after 2 lovely cycles.
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Off The Bloom
Stage1: 300m run
Stage2: 22k bike
Stage3: 1k kayak
Stage4: 26k bike
Stage5: Slieve Bloom
Stage6: 6.5k cycle
Your Home of Adventure Racing

ntains on the Calendar
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Top 10s

Top10: Toughest Moun
TYRE REVIEW | SALOMON SPEEDCROSS 4 | LED LENSER HEAD LAMPS

Maamturk - Alt:702m to Mweelrea Alt:814m

GFWU

Race: Gaelforce West Ultra

This opening 29k leg burning is rating as one of, if not the toughest runs on the calendar. Up sheer faces, through knee height bog
and furs and countless false peaks. Introduced in 2018 for the
first time in Gaelforce West Ultra, reports from the brave few who
conquered this would suggest this was the hardest they have ever
had to tackle. Hopefully here to stay.

Stage1: Maamturk
Mountain
Stage2: 107k cycle
Stage3: 4.5k Croagh
Patrick
Stage4: 11k cycle

Mount Eagle - Alt:516m

DAR Dingle-Sport

After a 20k cycle along the beautiful Sleagh head, this is series of
winding gravel paths until you reach the marshy underfoot before
reaching the top. But on a clear day, the views make it worth it...
The Dingle Peninsula, Skelligs Rock and beyond. A 7.5k loop back
to bike transition.

Stage1: 1k run
Stage2: 1k kayak
Stage3: 20K Bike
Stage4: Mount Eagle
Stage5: 11k Bike
Stage6: 1k run

Race: DAR Dingle

Mangerton - Alt:839m

Quest Killarney Expert

Race: Quest Killarney - Expert Route (83k)
Introduced at stage 6 of the race, this is part of a grueling 18.8k
run. Starting by going under a 250 year old tunnel under the road,
competitors will ascend to Torc Waterfall and follow forest tracks
to the base of Mangerton. From here, a mountain track leads to
the Devil’s Punch-bowl, 50 meters from the summit of Mangerton
Mountain.

Minaun - Alt:600m

Quest Achill

Race: Quest Achill

- You will tackle this after a long drag on the energy sapping "Keel"
Beach. The sport distance goes about half way up but the expert
will bring up to the summit where you are hanging over the edge of
the Atlantic Ocean open to all sorts of weather.
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Stage1: 14k cycle
Stage2: 6.5k run
Stage3: 36.5K cycle
Stage4: 0.8k run
Stage5: 1k kayak
Stage6: Mangerton
Mountain
Stage7: 5.5k Cycle

Stage1: 1.2K Kayak
Stage2: Minaun
Stage3: 45K Bike

Your Home of Adventure Racing

ntains on the Calendar
Mount Errigal - Alt:751m

GFN

Race: Gaelforce North

- This is one tough mountain to climb with up and down
happening in just 4k. Every terrain imaginable to overcome here.

The Blackstairs Mountains - Alt:735m
Race: The Blackstairs Adventure Race

- Arriving on the 5th of 7 stages, this is a serious climb/scramble
to the top where local knowledge definitely pays dividends. This
will only happen on the 7 steps route if you have the stuff to take
it on.

Carrauntoohil - Alt: 1038m
Race: Quest 12.24

- Ireland's highest point. You will take
on the Devils Ladder route. Just what
you need after a tough 48k/80k cycle
all the way from the picturesque town
of Sneem. A 13.5k round route from
transition.

Stage1: 15k trail/road run
Stage2: 2k kayak
Stage3: 24K Bike
Stage4: Mount Errigal
Stage5: 18k Bike

Blackstairs AR
Stage1: 10.5k trail run
Stage2: 9k cycle kayak
Stage3: 3K kayak
Stage4: 25k cycle
Stage5: Blackstairs
Mountain Run
Stage6: 11k cycle
Stage7: 1k Run

Quest 12

Quest 24

Stage1: 48K Bike
Stage2: Carrauntoohil
Stage3: 48K Bike
Stage4: 5k kayak
Stage5: 20k Bike
Stage6: 18k trail run

Stage1: 80K Bike
Stage2: Carrauntoohil
Stage3: 48K Bike
Stage4: 12k kayak
Stage5: 35k trail run

Black hill Mountain - Alt:602m
Race: The Moxie AR

- What makes this so difficult is there is no warm up, you are straight
up the mountain from the klaxon. You have 2 summits to navigate
here. Your heart will be through your chest if you are racing this hard.
From top, on a clear day you take in the beautiful Blessington vista, Oh
and the run back down is Kamikaze crazy, if you have the moxie to go
for it. Your Home of Adventure Racing

Moxie AR
Stage1: 14k mountain
Stage2: 5k kayak
Stage3: 37K Bike
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FOLLOW US ON FACEBOOK
AND STAY UP TO DATE WITH
ALL THE LATEST ADVENTURE
RACING NEWS

A FINAL FEW WORDS

THANK
YOU!!!
We hope you enjoyed reading this as
much as we did making it...
Next issue...Sep '18
P.S. Please make sure to follow us on Facebook.
Likes make all the hard work that little bit easier.
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